
A new Transatlantic Identity?

In the latter half of the nineteenth century, many Irish people migrated to the United States
[the US hereafter] from Ireland mostly due to the Great Famine of the 1840s-50s. Historians
W. E. Vaughan and A. J. Fitzpatrick estimate that roughly 49% came from counties in Ireland
where Irish was widely spoken. Some in fact, could only speak Irish. As Karen P. Corrigan1

suggests, it would be a ‘gross exaggeration of the facts’ to suggest that all Irish who migrated
to the US at this time were fluent in English. Interesting encounters between fluent Irish2

speakers and other ethnicities in the US at this time can actually be seen below in the
newspaper articles from the Brooklyn Daily Eagle and the San Francisco Monitor (see
pictures 1 and 2 below). Irish communities sprang up across the US in cities where these Irish
resided; in New York, Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, San Francisco, St. Louis, and
Springfield, for example. This led to an interest amongst the Irish in the US to preserve and
cultivate the Irish language, their native tongue, on emigrant soil. One way this could be
achieved was by creating Irish language columns in print media sources or cultural
organisations and by the way the language was presented in these fora, through font, for
example.

The first Irish language column created was in the New York Irish American in 1857. Patrick
Lynch, the editor, was a man born in Limerick, Ireland, who emigrated to the US at an early
age. Lynch was sympathetic to the language cause and hoped that by printing an Irish3 4

language column, or a ‘Gaelic Department’ as it was called in the Irish American, that this
column would:

vindicate the beauty of the Irish tongue, its high culture in ages far remote, and
the advanced civilization of the Irish people as compared with any European
nation.5

Nodes of romanticism and identity conflict are present here. The need to protect Irish
language and culture would have been realised and perhaps even more intensified in an
emigrant setting. Being an immigrant in the US, as you could say ‘non-American,’ and
coming into contact with other immigrants from other countries would have led to the Irish
becoming protective of their own identity. It is easier to construct your own sense of Irishness
when you are not in Ireland. We see such struggles to project Irish identity in a letter to the
editor of the New York Irish World from the correspondent ‘Sigma’ in 1872. Sigma criticised
the fact that the Irish in the US were unable to make confession in the Irish language as no
priest could be found who could speak it. This led Sigma to compare the Irish situation in the
US to the Polish and stated that although there were about eighty-five Irish for every fifteen

5 Unsigned, “Our Irish Department,” Irish American, July 25, 1857.

4 Matthew Knight, ‘“Our Gaelic Department”: The Irish-Language Column in the New York Irish American,
1857-1896,” (PhD thesis, Harvard University, 2021), 30-31.

3 See Unsigned, “Patrick Lynch,” Irish American, May 30, 1857.

2 Karen P. Corrigan, ““I gCuntas Dé múin Béarla do na leanbháin”: eisimirce agus an Ghaeilge sa naoú haois
déag,” in The Irish in the New Communities, ed. Patrick O’Sullivan (Leicester and London: Leicester University
Press, 1992), 151.
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control?,” in The Irish Revival Reappraised, ed. Betsey Taylor FitzSimon and James H. Murphy (Dublin: Four
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Poles in the US at this time; it seemed that more Polish sermons were being provided than
Irish. This gives a general picture of the Irish situation in the US at this time, the resources6

available to them in their native tongue, and their interactions with other immigrants. It also
highlights the difficulties which can often occur in the context of migration when immigrants
can feel that they don’t belong or are fitting in well to their new emigrant country. This can
lead to greater identity projection amongst this ethnic group as they fear that they are losing a
sense of who they are after the process of migration. One way the Irish in the US tried to stay
true to their Irish roots whilst being resident in their new country can be seen in the question
of font.

In old Irish manuscripts the Irish language was written in the Gaelic script. With the
evolution of print and the typing press, the Gaelic font was created, which mimicked the old
Gaelic script found in manuscripts and ancient Irish texts. The Gaelic font was a clear
signifier on the page of Irish language and culture. You could easily distinguish that this
language was different to the English language. The Irish language represented an ancient yet
valuable language; one which was full of history and scholarship. The Roman font, in
contrast, was used when printing the English language. The printing of the Irish language,7

therefore, in the Roman font, some believed, was unjust and untraditional. It was another way
England was controlling the language. When the Gaelic Department began in the New York
Irish American on June 25, 1857, it was ensured that the Irish language would be printed
from the outset in the Gaelic font. It was outlined in the paper that type would not be bought
from London, the ‘stronghold of the Irish enemy,’ and instead the type founder James
Conners & Sons located in New York was chosen. Conners, it was noted, had a name of ‘fine
Irish sound’. The refusal to foster relations or support English businesses is interesting here,8

and especially so in 1857. No doubt the editors of the Irish American had not forgotten the
part England played in the Great Famine of the 1840 and 50s, nor the general history of
colonisation between the two countries. The Irish American would continue to print Irish in
the Gaelic font throughout its existence, never printing the language in the Roman font.

A slightly different take on font matters, however, can be found in the Boston Irish Echo.
When the journal first began in 1886 it was decided by the editors, the Boston Philo-Celtic
Society, to first print all articles in English before introducing the Irish language to readers. It
was understood that many Irish immigrants in the US at this time were not completely fluent
in Irish. It was therefore proposed to educate these immigrants about the worthiness and
antiquity of their native language, before any attempts were made to provide teaching and
learning materials in the journal. The Irish Echo also varied from the Irish American in the9

manner in which it printed the Irish language, which it eventually did in September 1887,
twenty one months after its first edition. The Irish Echo first began printing the Irish language

9 P. J. O’Daly, M. T. Gallivan, John O’Neill, Timothy Sullivan, Wm. M. Murphy, “Prospectus,” Irish Echo,
January 1886.

8 Unsigned, “The Irish Language,” Irish American, April 25, 1857.

7 See Brian Ó Conchubhair, Fin de Siècle na Gaeilge: Darwin, an Athbheochan agus Smaointeoireacht na
hEorpa (Conamara: Cló Iar-Chonnachta, 2009), 1, 145; Brian Ó Conchubhair, “The Gaelic Front Controversy:
The Gaelic League’s (Post-Colonial) Crux,” Irish University Review 33, no. 1 (Spring/Summer 2003): 46-47,
https://www.jstor.org/stable/25517213; Liam Ó Dochartaigh, “Cúis na Gaeilge – Cúis ar Strae,” in Léachtaí Uí
Chadhain 1 (1980-1988), ed. Eoghan Ó hAnluain (Baile Átha Cliath: An Clóchomhar Tta, 1989), 120; Philip
O’Leary, The Prose Literature of the Gaelic Revival 1881-1921: Ideology and Innovation (Pennsylvania: The
Pennsylvania State University Press, 1994), 15-16.
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in the Gaelic font from their own type foundry they had begun in Boston in 1879. However,
the journal began to run the column ‘Instructions for Reading the Irish Language in Roman
Characters’ in 1889. This was a stark contrast to the assurance the journal had originally
given readers in 1887 outlining that they did not propose to put the journal ‘under English
control,’ at this time ie. printing the Irish language in the Roman font. Thomas D. Norris,10

corresponding secretary of the Philo-Celtic Irish School in Bowery, New York, in July 1889
sent a letter to the editor of the Irish Echo regarding this font change. Norris commented that
the Roman font was the ‘only dark spot that ever appeared on its beautiful surface’ and that
they should burn everything English, except it’s coal. An interesting contrast to this was11

presented by Joseph Cromien, financial secretary of the Philo-Celtic Irish School at Hudson
Street in New York, a month after Norris’ letter in August 1889. Cromien questioned when
the English race had suddenly acquired a type of their own and inquired as to where it could
be seen. Cromien in fact implored that there had been no Irish script since the end of Ogham
and asked the journal not to turn anyone away but to provide for everyone. Such12

understanding of the universal nature the Roman font offered the Irish language is presented
here in Cromien’s arguments. At this time all other languages were being printed in the
Roman font and it was easier for readers to read the language in the Roman font. By putting
aside the cultural importance associated with the Gaelic font in favour of modernity, it
highlights the realisation amongst these Irish immigrants in that they needed to evolve the
language to allow it to prosper in an ever-changing world of writing practices and
communicative platforms. Font was paving the way for the Irish language to become a global
language whilst also being a means for the Irish in the US to express their identity and
maintain links to their homeland. A new transatlantic identity was beginning to form resulting
from the environment the Irish found themselves in their new emigrant country.

Conclusion:
Font is only one example amongst many which shows how transnationalism can result in
either the assimilation of immigrant culture in a new country, or in the creation of a new
identity – a hybrid identity. Often these immigrants felt that they were in two countries at
once, that they were both ‘thall is abhus’ (here and there). They had ties to Ireland with regard
to language and culture, yet were projecting their aims and ambitions to revive this native
tongue in an immigrant context, and often in the English language. Perhaps the process of
migration gave the Irish in the US the freedom to explore what Ireland and the Irish language
actually meant to them. The journalistic platform gave them the opportunity to reflect on this
whilst giving them a means to express their Irish identity through the printing of the Gaelic
font. Many, however, also recognised the benefit of using the English language and the
Roman font in the media for advancement in the wider global printing sphere, or to entice,
even, beginners to the language; a new generation who would have found the Gaelic font
harder to read and study. This would later add dimension and layers to the creation of a new
transatlantic Irish psyche which was now both at home and away. This transatlantic Irish
mindset would later become key to the success of the Irish revival movement.13

13 See Regina Uí Chollatáin “Crossing borders: Transnationalism in Irish language revival and media” (Paper
read at the conference Transnationalising the Humanities: Research Perspectives, Approaches, Methodologies),
https://youtu.be/h4DrgerNA7k (Date Accessed October 2, 2020); Regina Uí Chollatáin, ““Thall is Abhus”
1860-1930: The Revival Process and the Journalistic Web between Ireland and North America,” in Language

12 Joseph Cromien, letter to the editor, Irish Echo, August 1889.
11 Thomas D. Norris, letter to the editor, Irish Echo, July 1889.
10 Unsigned, Irish Echo, September 1887.
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Unsigned, “Do You Understand Irish?,”
Brooklyn Daily Eagle, September 9, 1893.

Unsigned, “She Spoke
Irish,” Monitor, August 21, 1889.

3. The ‘Gaelic Department’ in the Irish American, New York.
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4. The ‘Irish
Language
Department’ in
the

Irish Echo (Boston), September, 1887.
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5. The column ‘Instructions for Reading the
Irish Language in Roman Characters’ in the Irish Echo

(Boston), April, 1889.

6. Example of the Irish Language in the Gaelic font
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7. Example of the Irish language
in the Roman font

Irish Language Department, Monitor
(San Francisco), March 21, 1888.

‘Instructions for Reading Irish in
Roman Letters,’

Donahoe’s Magazine (Boston), April,
1879, 373.
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